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Collisional dynamics of ultracold OH molecules in an electrostatic field

Alexandr V. Avdeenkov and John L. Bohn
JILA and Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309

~Received 29 March 2002; published 22 November 2002!

Ultracold collisions of polar OH molecules are considered in the presence of an electrostatic field. The field
exerts a strong influence on both elastic and state-changing inelastic collision rate constants, leading to clear
experimental signatures that should help disentangle the theory of cold molecule collisions. Based on the
collision rates, we discuss the prospects for evaporative cooling of electrostatically trapped OH. We also find
that the scattering properties at ultralow temperatures prove to be remarkably independent of the details of the
short-range interaction, owing to avoided crossings in the long-range adiabatic potential curves. The behavior
of the scattering rate constants is qualitatively understood in terms of a novel set of long-range states of the
@OH#2 dimer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polar molecules bring something entirely new to the fi
of ultracold physics. As compared to the neutral atoms t
have been studied experimentally in the past, polar m
ecules possess extremely strong, anisotropic interaction
has been speculated that dipolar interactions will lead to n
properties in Bose-Einstein condensates@1–3# or degenerate
Fermi gases@4#. It has also been suggested that polar m
ecules in optical lattices may be useful in implementi
quantum logic elements@5#. On the experimental side, col
polar molecules may be produced in several ways, includ
photoassociation of two distinct alkali species@6,7#, buffer-
gas cooling@8,9#, or Stark slowing@10–12#.

Regardless of the method of production, collisions
molecules are of paramount importance in describing
properties of the gas. Collisions should also be interestin
their own right, as detailed probes of intermolecular inter
tions. Several features of the collisional dynamics of grou
state polar molecules, based on a simplified ‘‘toy’’ mod
were discussed in Ref.@13#. This model accounted for th
interplay between the dipole-dipole interactions, an exter
electric field, and the states of different parities. The dipo
dipole interaction, which scales with intermolecular sepa
tion R as 1/R3, renders cold molecule collisions complete
different from cold atom collisions. This is because a pu
1/R3 interaction is characterized by energy-independent lo
energy cross sections inall partial wavesl .0, and logarith-
mically divergent cross sections forl 50 @14–16#. The rela-
tively strong, long-range interactions imply that molecu
electrostatically trapped in weak-field-seeking states are g
erally susceptible to state-changing collisions that can r
idly deplete the trapped gas. The rates are, in general
larger than those of magnetic dipolar transitions in stretch
state alkali atoms, owing largely to the relative strength
electric, as opposed to magnetic, dipolar interactions@13#.

In this paper, we address ultracold polar molecule co
sions in a more realistic model, considering in detail the O
radical. This choice is motivated by the attractiveness of
molecule for Stark slowing from a supersonic jet@12,17#. In
particular, it has a2P ground state with a smallL-doublet
splitting, making it easily manipulated by modest-sized el
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tric fields. A full treatment of cold collisions is somewha
hindered by the fact that the OH-OH potential-energy surf
~PES! is poorly known, although it is known to be very dee
and strongly anisotropic@19,20#. In recent years, several the
oretical methods have been developed to treat molec
molecule collisions of dipolar molecules at low temper
tures, focusing on their long-range electrostatic interact
~for example, see Refs.@21,22# and references therein!. Here
we focus on the additional subtlety introduced by the ad
tion of an electrostatic field, and its effects on the state-
state rate constants. It is also not known whether OH m
ecules may suffer chemical reactions at ultralo
temperatures. As a point of reference, it was recently s
gested that the reaction F1H2→HF1H may proceed at ap
preciable rates at ultralow temperatures, in spite of havin
chemical barrier height of 700 K@23#. ~In this paper, we
work in energy units of Kelvin. These are comparable to
more familiar wave-number units of molecular physics, t
conversion factor being 1 K50.695 cm21.!

However, long-range dipole-dipole forces strongly dom
nate the scattering of OH molecules in their weak-fie
seeking states. In this paper, we will show that this ari
from strong avoided crossings in the long-range adiab
potential curves, which prevent the molecules from a
proaching close enough to one another for exchange po
tials to become important. In this regard, cooling and el
trostatic trapping of OH molecules can provide a wealth
information on the long-range OH-OH interaction. Thus
appears possible to understand a class of ultracold OH
collisions without detailed knowledge of the short-ran
PES. This strategy would be an important stepping st
toward understanding the full problem of ultracold OH co
lisions. Strong-field seekers, by contrast, will in addition e
perience the short-range interaction. The complete prob
of exploring collisions of ultracold polar molecules mig
therefore most efficiently proceed by a two-step analy
thus simplifying this very complicated problem.

Accordingly, we focus in this paper on the first ste
namely, collisions of weak-field-seeking states. After so
discussion on the relevant properties of OH molecules
Sec. II and their interactions in Sec. III, we move on in S
IV to illustrate some prominent energy- and field-depend
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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features in elastic and inelastic cross sections. Mapping th
features in experiments should help in unraveling the lo
range part of this puzzle. We also present a simplified mo
of the long-range interaction to help illustrate the basic ph
ics behind the behavior of the cross sections. It will turn o
that a new class of long-range bound states of the@OH#2
dimer plays a significant role in ultracold collisions of th
molecule.

II. OH MOLECULE

The OH molecule has a fairly complicated internal stru
ture incorporating rotation, parity, electronic spin, a
nuclear spin degrees of freedom, which are further c
founded in the presence of an electric field. We theref
begin by describing the structure of this molecule, and
simplifications we impose to render our model tractable.

The molecules cooled to subkelvin temperatures by S
slowing will be assumed to be in their electronic2P ground
state, andy50 vibrational ground state. In this state, OH
an almost pure Hund’s case-a molecule, and has a dipol
moment of 1.68 D@19#. Spin-orbit coupling involving the
lone electronic spin splitting of the ground state into2P3/2
and 2P1/2 components, of which2P3/2 is lower in energy
and is therefore the state of greatest interest in ultracold
lisions. In our model, we take into account just the low
rotational level of the corresponding ground state,J53/2.
The energy of the first rotationally excited state withuJ
55/2,V53/2& is about 84 K higher in energy@18#, and we
will neglect this and higher-lying states in our scattering c
culations. Such states will, however, contribute rotatio
Feshbach resonances in realistic collisions.

The isotopomer 16O1H that we consider here has
nuclear spin ofI 51/2, which with a half-integer rotationa
quantum number defines the OH molecule as a boson. T
we should take into account the hyperfine structure to en
the proper Bose symmetry. We will see below that the inc
sion of hyperfine structure is also important in determin
details of collision properties. The calculations in an elec
field also require knowing the Stark splitting for OH mo
ecules. Thus the Hamiltonian for the OH molecule in a fie
is

HOH5Hrot1H f s1Hh f s1H f ield . ~1!

The wave functions for the spatial degrees of freedom
the molecule are constructed in the usual way. Namely, in
zero-electric-field limit, eigenstates of parity« (56) are
given by the Hund’s case-a representation:

uJMJV«&5
1

A2
~ uJMJV&uLS&1«uJMJ2V&u2L2S&),

~2!

where the rotational part is given by a Wigner function

uJMJV&5S 2J11

8p2 D 1/2

DMJV
J ~u,f,k!, ~3!
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and V5uS1Lu is the projection of the total electronic an
gular momentum on the molecular axis. The total spin of
molecule,F5J1I , with laboratory projectionMF , is then
constructed by

u~JI !FMFV«&5uL&uSS&

3 (
MJ ,MI

uJMJV«&uIM I&^FMFuJMJI MI
&.

~4!

The matrix elements for the Hamiltonian~1! in this basis
can be found elsewhere@25#. In compact form these matrix
elements are

^~JI !FVMF«uHOHu~J8I 8!F8V8MF8«8&

5@dV,3/2dV8,3/2E3/2,3/21dV,1/2dV8,1/2E1/2,1/2

1~dV,3/2dV8,1/21dV,1/2dV8,3/2!E3/2,1/2#

3dJ,J8dF,F8d«,«82mE1

2
@11~21!J1J8««8#

~21!F1F81MF1I 2V113~@J#@J8#@F#

3@F8# !1/2S J 1 J8

2V 0 V8
D S F8 1 F

2MF8 0 MF
D

3H 1 J J8

I F F 8
J . ~5!

In this expressionm is the molecular dipole moment,E is the
strength of the electric field, andEV,V8 are matrix elements
for the fine structureHrot1H f s , which can be found in Refs
@25,26#. These values depend on the rotational const
spin-orbit coupling constant, hyperfine coupling consta
andL-doublet parameters of OH. All of these constants c
be found in Ref.@18#.

Equation~5! shows thatV is not a conserved quantity
However, in view of the fact that OH is nearly a pure
Hund’s case-a molecule, the coupling betweenV51/2 and
V53/2 states is fairly weak. We account for this interacti
perturbatively, by replacing the valuesE3/2 and E1/2 by the
eigenvalues of the 232 matrix

S E3/2 E3/2,1/2

E3/2,1/2 E1/2
D , ~6!

keeping all other quantum numbers constant.
Likewise, different values of the molecular spinJ are

mixed in a field, but this mixing is small in laborator
strength fields. The total spinF and the parity are far more
strongly mixed. Accordingly, in practice we transform th
molecular state to a field-dressed basis for performing s
tering calculations:

u~ J̃I !F̃MFV«̃;E&[(
JF«

a~JF«!u~JI !FMFV«&, ~7!
8-2
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COLLISIONAL DYNAMICS OF ULTRACOLD OH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052718 ~2002!
wherea(JF«) stands for eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonia
~1! determined numerically at each value of the field. We w
continue to refer to the molecular states by the quan
numbersJ, F, and «, with the understanding that they a
only approximately good in a field, and that Eq.~7! is the
appropriate molecular state. Note that the projectionMF of
the total angular momentum on the field axis is a good qu
tum number.

Figure 1 shows the Stark energies computed using all
ingredients described above. In zero field, the energy le
are primarily determined by theL-doublet splitting between
opposite parity states, whose value isD50.0797 K. The al-
ternative parity states, with«521 ( f states! and«511 (e
states! are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. These
states are further split into hyperfine components with to
spin F51 andF52. The Stark shift is quadratic for field
below the critical fieldE0[D/2m ('1000V/cm for OH!.
For fields larger thanE0 states with different parity are en
tirely mixed and the Stark effect transforms from quadra
to linear. In this case, the molecular states are roughly e
linear combinations of the zero field«52 and«51 states
@compare Eq.~2!# @27#:

FIG. 1. The Stark effect in ground-state OH molecules, tak
into account hyperfine splitting.~a! shows the states that have od
parity «52 in zero electric field (f states!, whereas~b! shows
those of even parity (e states!. The weak-field-seeking state wit
quantum numbersF5MF52, the subject of this paper, is indicate
by the heavy solid line. Note that states withMF56uMFu are de-
generate in an electric field.
05271
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uJMJV«561&5H uJMJ7V&, MJ,0

uJMJ6V, MJ.0L . ~8!

III. OH-OH INTERACTION

We will consider diatom-diatom scattering as two inte
acting rigid rotors in their ground rotational states. The co
plete Hamiltonian for the collision process can then be w
ten as

H5T11T21H1
OH1H2

OH1Vs1Vmm1Vqq1Vdisp , ~9!

whereTi and Hi
OH are the translational kinetic energy an

internal motion of moleculei, including the electric field as
in Eq. ~1!. Vs is the short-range exchange interaction,Vmm
1Vqq1Vdisp are the dipole-dipole, quadrupole-quadrupo
and dispersion long-range interactions, respectively. Exp
expression for the dipole-dipole (}1/R3) and quadrupole-
quadrupole (}1/R5) interactions are given in Ref.@28#. Ma-
trix elements for the dipole-quadrupole interaction vanish
rigid rotor molecules in identical states@19#, hence will not
be considered here.

The anisotropic potential between the two interacti
rigid-rotor molecules is conveniently recast into a stand
set of angular functions@28#:

Vs1Vmm1Vqq1Vdisp[V~vA ,vB ,v,R!

5(
L

VLAL~vA ,vB ,v!, ~10!

whereL[(LA ,KA ,LB ,KB ,L) and the angular functions ar
defined as

AL~vA ,vB ,v!5 (
MA ,MB ,M

S LA LB L

MA MB M D
3DMA ,KA

LA ~vA!DMB ,KB

LB ~vB!CM
L ~v!,

~11!

wherevA,B5(uA,B ,fA,B) are the polar angles of molecule
A and B with respect to the laboratory-fixed quantizatio
axis, andR5(R,v) is the vector between the center of ma
of the molecules in the laboratory-fixed coordinate fram
The indicesKA andKB denote the dependence of the inte
action on the orientation of the molecules about their o
axes; in what follows we will ignore this dependence, sett
KA5KB50. For the long-range part of the interaction th
approximates the quadrupole moment of OH as cylindrica
symmetric.

The exchange potentialVs is very complicated, consisting
of four singlet and four triplet surfaces@20#, and is moreover
poorly characterized. The most complete treatment of
surface to date computes the lowest-energy potential for e
value of internuclear separationR @19#. This potential finds
an extremely deep minimum atR52.7 a.u. corresponding to
the chemically bound hydrogen peroxide, and a second s
lower minimum at R56 a.u. due to hydrogen-bondin
forces. However, in cold collisions, the scattering cross s

g

8-3
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tions are so sensitive to details of the short-range interac
that knowing the complete interaction probably would n
help anyway. More importantly, as we will see below, col
sions of the weak-field-seeking states are strongly domin
by the long-range dipole-dipole interaction. Therefore,
will use at smallR simply the hydrogen-bonding part of th
potential surface~see Fig. 13 of Ref.@19#!, and we will treat
this part of the interaction as if it were isotropic. Finally, w
will assert that the spin states of the OH molecules are
tially in their stretched states, so that ordinary spin-excha
processes will not play a role in these collisions.

We express the Hamiltonian in a basis of projection of
total angular momentum,

M5MF1
1MF2

1Ml , ~12!

MFi
5MJi

1MI i
, ~13!

whereMFi
, MJi

, andMI i
are the projections of the full mol

ecule spin, rotational motion, and nuclear spin on the la
ratory axis, respectively, for each molecule.Ml is the projec-
tion of the partial-wave quantum number on the laborat
axis. In this basis the wave function for two molecules
described as
al
he
l
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1,2,l ,Ml

$u1& ^ u2& ^ u lM l&%
McM,1,2~R!, ~14!

where $•••%M is the angular-momentum part, whereu i & is
the wave function for each molecule as described by Eq.~4!,
andcM,1,2(R) is radial part of this wave function.

Because the target and the projectile are identical bos
we must take into account the symmetry of the wave fu
tion under exchange. The properly symmetrized wave fu
tion is then

$u1& ^ u2& ^ u lM l&%
s

5
$u1& ^ u2& ^ u lM l&%1~21! l$u2& ^ u1& ^ u lM l&%

A2~11d12!
.

~15!

Using the expansion of the intermolecular potential~10!,
the wave function~14!, and taking into account the Wigne
Eckart theorem, we can present the angular matrix elem
as
^12lM l uALu1828l 8Ml 8&5~21!LA1LB1J11J181J21J281MF1
8 1MF2

8 2V182V281Ml21
@11«1«18~21!LA#

2

@11«2«28~21!LB#

2

3~@ l #@ l 8#@J1#@J18#@J2#@J28#@F1#@F18#@F2#@F28# !1/2S LA LB L

MF1
2MF

18
MF2

2MF
28 Ml2Ml 8

D
3S J18 LA J1

V18 0 2V1
D S J28 LB J2

V28 0 2V2
D S LA F1 F18

MF1
2MF

18
2MF1

MF
18
D

3S LB F2 F28

MF2
2MF

28
2MF2

MF
28
D S l 8 L l

M l 8 Ml2Ml 8 2Ml
D S l 8 L l

0 0 0D
3H LA F1 F1

I J18 J1
J H LB F2 F2

I J28 J2
J , ~16!

whereI 51/2 is each molecule’s nuclear spin.
The matrix elements of the angular functionsAL between symmetrized basis states~15! are

^12lM l uAL
s u1828l 8Ml 8&5

^12lM l uAL
s u1828l 8Ml 8&1~21! l^21lM l uAL

s u1828l 8Ml 8&

A~11d1,2!~11d18,28!

11~21! l 1 l 8

2
. ~17!
In practice, before each scattering calculation we numeric
transform the Hamiltonian matrix from this basis into t
field-dressed basis defined by Eq.~7!. The coupled-channe
Schrödinger equations take the usual form
ly S d2

dR2
I1

2m

h2
@EI2Eth~E!2V~R,E!# D c̃~R,E!50,

~18!
8-4
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COLLISIONAL DYNAMICS OF ULTRACOLD OH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052718 ~2002!
whereE is the value of the electrostatic field and just a p
rameter for these equations,Eth(E) is diagonal matrix of the
threshold energies,

V~R,E!⇒$^1̃u ^ ^2̃u ^ ^ lM l u%sM

3V~vA ,vB ,v,R!$u1̃8& ^ u2̃8& ^ u l 8Ml8&%
sM

~19!

is the matrix that contains the potential~10! and the centrifu-
gal potential, andc̃(R,E) is the matrix of radial wave func
tions in the field-dressed basis:

C̃M5 (
1̃,2̃,l ,Ml

$u1̃& ^ u2̃& ^ u lM l&%
sMcM,1̃,2̃~R,E!. ~20!

We solved these equations using a logarithmic deriva
propagator method@24# to determine scattering matrices. A
a rule the convergence to three digits was obtained by u
three different integration steps: with 0.001 a.u. up to 1
a.u., then with 0.01 a.u. from 100 a.u. to 500 a.u., and t
with 0.1 a.u. from 500 a.u. to 10 000 a.u. for collisional e
ergies we used. It should be said that the choice of inte
tion parameters depends on the value of electrostatic field
to get the given accuracy. Using these matrices, we calcu
the total state-to-state cross sections and rate constants
cording to the procedure described in Ref.@31#.

IV. RESULTS

This paper considers the scattering problem for OH m
ecules in an electrostatic field for cold and ultracold tempe
tures. We are interested, in particular, in the highest-ene
weak-field-seeking state of the ground rotational sta
u(J,I )FMF ,V«&5u(3/2,1/2)22,3/2,2&. This state is indi-
cated by the heavy solid line in Fig. 1. Since the quant
numbersJ, I, andV are the same for all the scattering pr
cesses, we will refer to this state by the shorthand nota
uFMF ,«&5u22,2&.

The main novel feature of OH-OH scattering, as co
pared to atoms or nonpolar molecules, is the presence o
long-range dipole-dipole interaction and its dependence
the electrostatic field. Because these interactions stro
mix different partial waves, it is essential that we inclu
more than one value ofl. However, in the interest of empha
sizing the basic underlying physics, we have included o
thes andd partial waves. The sample calculations show t
higher partial waves change the results only slightly at
energies considered. In this case, given the initial state w
MF15MF252, the only allowed values of the total proje
tion areM52,3,4,5,6. Among these channels only the o
with M54 contains a contribution froms-wave scattering,
and so will deserve special attention in what follows. In th
case, the total number of scattering channels for all allow
values ofM is 208.
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A. Prospects for evaporative cooling

One of the goals of the present work is to revisit t
conclusions of Ref.@13#, concerning the effectiveness o
evaporative cooling for electrostatically trapped molecul
To this end Fig. 2 plots the elastic and state-changing ine
tic rate constants versus field strength for two different c
lision energies, 100mK and 1 mK. Here ‘‘elastic’’ refers to
the collisions that do not change the internal state of eit
molecule, while ‘‘inel’’ denotes those collisions in which on
or both molecules are converted into any other states. Th
transitions are typically exothermic, leading to trap heati
Not all of these collisions produce untrapped states, howe
We find that the main contributions to theKinel are given by
processes in which quantum numbersF and/or MF are
changed by one. In particular, the processu22,2&1u22,2&
→u22,2&1u21,2& generally makes the largest contributio
to Kinel , especially at high electric field.

At low field the rates are nearly independent of field, b
begin to evolve when the field approximately exceeds
critical field E05D/2m, where the Stark effect changes fro

FIG. 2. Rate constants versus electric field for OH-OH co
sions with molecules initially in theiruFMF ,«& 5u222& state.
Shown are the collision energies 100mK ~a! and 1mK ~b!. Solid
lines denote elastic-scattering rates, while dashed lines denote
for inelastic collisions, in which one or both molecules change th
internal state. These rate constants exhibit characteristic oscilla
in field when the field exceeds a critical fieldE0'1000 V/cm.
8-5
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A. V. AVDEENKOV AND J. L. BOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052718 ~2002!
quadratic to linear. Above this field the rate constants exh
oscillations as a function of the field. These oscillations p
vide an experimentally variable signature of resonant co
sions, meaning that mapping this field dependence sh
help in untangling the details of the long-range OH-OH
teraction. This is similar to the ability of the magnetic-fie
Feshbach resonances in the alkali atoms to yield deta
scattering parameters@29,30#.

Following the example of ultracold atoms, we expect th
evaporative cooling can proceed when the ratio of elasti
inelastic collisionsKel /Kinel@1. Fig. 2 shows that this is
hardly ever the case for large field valuesE.E0, except,
perhaps, at very special field values whereKinel is at a mini-
mum of its oscillation. Since the losses are dominated
exothermic processes, the ratioKel /Kinel in the threshold
scattering limit scales as the ratioki /kf of the incident and
final channel wave numbers, as can be seen from the B
approximation. Thus at high electric fields, where the St
splitting is large~hencekf is large!, the ratio may become
more favorable. In our calculations, this apparently happ
for fields above 104 V/cm.

For fields belowE0'1000 V/cm, a favorable ratio o
Kel /Kinel is only somewhat more likely. For fields this low
however, the maximum depth of an electrostatic trap
'8 mK, as given by the magnitude of the Stark shift~Fig.
1!. The temperature of the trapped gas must therefore be
below this temperature. In the example of a 100-mK gas
@Fig. 2~a!#, the ratio Kel /Kinel may indeed be favorable
However, if the gas is cooled further, say to 1mK @Fig.
2~b!#, this ratio becomes less favorable again. This is beca
of the Wigner threshold laws: the exothermic rateKinel is
energy independent at low energy, while the elastic scatte
rate plummets to zero as the square root of collision ene
Thus, in general, evaporative cooling seems to be viable o
over an extremely limited range of temperature and field
the OH molecule, if at all. We therefore reiterate the mess
of Ref. @13#, and recommend that cold OH molecules
trapped by a far-off-resonance optical dipole trap in th
lowest-energyuFuMFu,«&5u11,1& states.

At this point, we emphasize an essential difference
tween the evaporative cooling of electrostatically trapped
lar molecules and of magnetically trapped paramagnetic m
ecules. For polar molecules, the transition from weak-
strong field seeking states isalwaysexothermic, even in zero
applied field. This is because the lower member of aL dou-
blet is always strong-field seeking~e.g., Fig. 1!. For para-
magnetic molecules, by contrast, weak- and strong-fi
seeking states can be nearly degenerate at low magnetic
values ~e.g., 17O2 as discussed in Refs.@31,32#. In the
present case, OH is also paramagnetic and hence coul
principle, be magnetically trapped. For example, the lo
energy states withuFMF«&5u11,1& might be suitable can
didates. The influence of electric dipole interactions
evaporative cooling of magnetically trapped OH has yet
be explored.

B. Analysis of the long-range interaction

The general behavior of the rate constants in Fig. 2 can
explained qualitatively by simplifying our model even fu
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ther to a case that contains only the essential ingredients
dipole-dipole interaction, theL doublet, and an electric field
@13#. Roughly speaking, the electric field has two effects
the molecules:~1! it mixes molecular states of opposite pa
ity, thus creating induced dipole moments; and~2! the result-
ing dipole-dipole interaction strongly couples scatteri
channels with different partial waves, leading to long-ran
couplings between the two molecules.

As a starting point in this analysis, Figure 3 breaks do
the elastic and inelastic rates into their contributions fro
different values of the total projection of angular momentu
M. This is done for the rates calculated at an energyE
5100 mK, from Fig. 2~a!. In both elastic and inelastic sca
tering, the rates are dominated by the contribution fromM
54, which, it will be recalled, is the only value ofM that
incorporatess partial waves in the present model. We w
accordingly consider only this case in what follows.

The model used to obtain the results in Figs. 2 and
consists of 32 channels for the block of the Hamiltoni
matrix with M54. To simplify the analysis of this block
even further, we focus on the sub-Hamiltonian with fix
quantum numbersF5MF52 for each molecule. This re
duces the effective Hamiltonian to six channels: there

FIG. 3. Elastic~a! and inelastic~b! rate constants versus electr
field for the same circumstances as in Fig. 2~a!. The rates are sepa
rated into contributions from different values ofM, the projection
of total angular momentum on the laboratoryz axis.
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three nondegenerate thresholdsE«1«2
corresponding to dif-

ferent possible values of the field-dressed parity quan
number« i56. For each of these three thresholds there
two channels, corresponding at largeR to s and d partial
waves.

The simplified six-channel Hamiltonian matrix then co
sists of 333 blocksV̂ll 8 parametrized by partial wave quan
tum numbersl, l 8:
b

r-

te
rs
c

05271
m
e

Ĥ5S V̂diag
00 V̂E

02

V̂E
20 V̂diag

22 1V̂E
22D . ~21!

Here the diagonal componentsV̂diag
ll 8 include the parity

thresholds and the centrifugal interactions,
V̂diag
ll 5S E221

\2l ~ l 11!

2mR2 0 0

0 E211
\2l ~ l 11!

2mR2 0

0 0 E111
\2l ~ l 11!

2mR2

D , ~22!
k-
m-

re
els

il-
-
n-

is

ro
ol-
he
e-

heir

un-
in-

nel

ec-
where the electric-field-dependent thresholds are given
E«1«2

5E11E22(«11«2)DA11k2/2, in terms of the di-
mensionless parameter

k[
2^22,1umW •EWu22,2&

D
~23!

that relates the electric-field strengthE to the zero-field
L-doublet splitting D5E22E1 . The simplified field-

dependent dipole-dipole interaction termV̂E
l l 8 is readily pa-

rametrized in the field-dressed basis as

V̂E
l l 85S k2 2A2k 1

2A2k 12k2 A2k

1 A2k k2
D Cll 8

~11k2!R3
, ~24!

whose coefficientCll 8, which is independent of bothR and
the electric field, is given by

Cll 852m2~@ l #@ l 8# !1/2S l 8 2 l

0 0 0D
2

3
V2MF

2@J~J11!1F~F11!2I ~ I 11!#2

2@J~J11!F~F11!#2
. ~25!

Notice that the dipole-dipole interaction vanishes fors

waves, so thatV̂E
0050.

Within this simplified model, we will refer to the scatte
ing channels by the parities«1 and«2 of the two molecules,
along with the partial-wave quantum numberl. Thus the in-
cident channel for weak-field seekers will be deno
u«1«2 ,l & 5u22,0&. Recall that all other quantum numbe
(J,I ,V,F,MF) are assumed to have fixed values for ea
molecule.
y

d

h

The explicit field dependence in the coupling matrix~24!
explains qualitatively the behavior of our ultracold wea
field-seeking molecules which have incident quantum nu
ber «52. For zero electric field (k50), there is no direct
dipole-dipole coupling between identical molecules. The
is, however, an off-diagonal coupling to different chann
with opposite parity, as can be seen in the form of the Ham
tonian~21!. This interaction brings in the dipole-dipole cou
pling in second order, contributing an effective dispersio
like potentialC6

e f f/R6, with a coefficient

C6
e f f5

~C20!2

2D
}

m4

D
, ~26!

for both s and d partial waves. For the OH molecule th
effective coefficient is'43104 a.u., far larger than for the
alkali atoms that are familiarly trapped. Thus, even in ze
external field the effective interaction strength of polar m
ecules is quite large. This may imply the breakdown of t
contact-potential approximation in describing the Bos
Einstein condensates of polar molecules, even when t
dipoles are not aligned by an external field@1–3#. We note
that the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is relatively
important, becoming larger than this effective dispersion
teraction only whenR.'33105 a.u.

When the field is switched on, thes-wave channels un-
dergo a qualitative change. Now the incident chan
u22,0& sees a direct coupling to itsd-wave counterpart
u22,2&, via the matrix elementVl 50,l 852}@k2/(11k2)#
(m2/R3). This perturbation generates an far stronger eff
tive long-range potential of the formC4

e f f/R4, with

C4
e f f52S k2

11k2D 2
m42m

l ~ l 11!
, ~27!
8-7
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wherel 52. Thus the electric field is able to completely alt
the character of the intermolecular interaction.

For d-wave collisions, the dipole-dipole coupling is d
rect, but not in the limit of zero field where the molecules a
in parity eigenstates. At low fields (k!1, where the Stark
effect is quadratic!, the diagonal couplingVE

22}k2/(11k2) is
small. In this limit, the molecules are nearly in parity eige
states, hence do not ‘‘know’’ that they have dipole momen
At larger fields this interaction grows in scale, thus ‘‘activa
ing’’ the dipoles. This is why the rate constants shown
Figs. 2 and 3 begin to evolve at fields nearE5E0. It is also
why the contributions from all the angular-momentum p
jections except the one withM50 contribute only weakly
to scattering at low field. The channels withMÞ4 are all of
d-wave character, hence obey a threshold laws}E2 at low
fields, then evolve to as}const threshold law at large
fields.

C. Large-field oscillations and long-range states
of the †OH‡2 dimer

At fields larger than the critical fieldE0, the rate constants
in Fig. 2 exhibit oscillations with the field. Significantly

FIG. 4. Adiabatic potential-energy curves. The curves in~a!
correspond to the simplified six-channel model described in
text, and show a long-range potential well~labeledVb) that can
hold bound states of the@OH#2 dimer. The curves in~b! are those
for the more complete calculation that includes hyperfine struct
05271
e

-
.

-

these occur only when the projection of the total angu
momentumM54, which is the only case in whichs andd
partial waves are mixed~Fig. 3!. To understand this oscillat
ing behavior of cross sections, we show in Fig. 4~a! the adia-
batic potential curves in the simplified six-channel mod
~21!. In the case shown the field isE5104 V/cm. In this
figure, a strong avoided crossing can be seen atR'60 a.u.,
corresponding to the crossing of the attractiveu«1«2 ,l &5u
22,0& channel with the repulsiveu21,2& channel. The
strong dipole-dipole interaction between these different p
tial waves creates the adiabatic potential shown as a he
black line and labeledVb .

This potential curve supports bound states of the@OH#2
dimer. These bound states are of purely long-range chara
similar to the long-range states of the alkali dimers@33#
which have been used in the in photoassociation spec
scopic studies of ultracold collisions@34,35#. Moreover, in
the case of the@OH#2 states the shape of the potentialVb ,
hence the energies of the bound states, are strongly subje
the strength of the applied electric field. The curve in F
4~a! in fact possesses no bound states in zero field, but
by the time the field reaches 104 V/cm. More realistic adia-
batic potentials are, of course, more elaborate, as show
Fig. 4~b! for the more complete Hamiltonian that include
hyperfine levels. Nevertheless, in this figure, too, can be s
adiabatic potential wells that will support bound states.

The significance of these curves is twofold: the crossing
very adiabatic, implying that coupling to lower-energy cha
nels is weak, and that therefore the cross sections dep
only weakly on details of the short-range potentials. This
have indeed verified by altering the short-range potentia
the full calculation.

Additionally, as the field strength grows and the potent
becomes deeper, new bound states are added to the pote
causing scattering resonances to appear. This is the cau
the oscillations observed in the rate constants in Fig. 2.

e

e.

FIG. 5. Elastic rate constants versus field, as in Fig. 2. The s
line reproduces the elastic rate constant from Fig. 2. The dashed
is an approximate elastic rate constant based on the simplified
channel model described in the text. The arrows indicate value
the electric field at which bound states of the long-range poten
Vb ~Fig. 4! coincide with the scattering threshold.
8-8
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illustrate this, we reproduce in Fig. 5 the complete elas
scattering rate constant~solid line!, along with the same
quantity as computed in the simple six-channel mo
~dashed line!. The qualitative behavior is nearly the sam
namely, oscillations appear at fields aboveE0. Moreover, the
arrows in the figure indicate the values of the field for whi
a bound state ofVb coincides with the scattering threshol
These fields correspond fairly well to the peaks, althou
they are somewhat offset by coupling to other channels. N
ertheless, this simple picture clearly identifies the origin
these oscillations with the existence of long-range bou
states.

These resonant states are not Feshbach resonances,
there is no excitation of internal states of the molecules;
are they shape resonances in the usual sense, since there
barrier through which the wave function must tunnel. I
stead, they are the direct result of altering the interact
potential to place a bound state exactly at threshold@14#.
Probing these states through direct scattering of weak-fi
seeking states should reveal details about the long-ra
OH-OH interaction, making possible a comparison of the
and experiment without the need to fully understand
short-range@OH#2 potential-energy surface.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we theoretically investigated ultracold c
lisions of ground-state polar diatomic molecules in an el
trostatic field, taking OH molecules as a prototype. Focus
on weak-field-seeking states, we have strengthened the
positions in Ref.@13# that the long-range dipolar interaction
in

n,
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drive inelastic-scattering processes that are generally u
vorable for evaporative cooling of this species. However
electric fields above a characteristic valueE0, oscillations
occur in both elastic and inelastic collision rates, implyi
that a regime may be found where the ratioKelastic/Kinel is
favorable for cooling. Even though evaporative cooling m
be difficult, the inelastic rates may nevertheless prove us
diagnostic tools for cold collisions of these molecules. T
Stark slowing technique provides a means of launchin
bunch of molecules toward a stationary trapped target, i.e
making a real scattering experiment@12,17#.

For actual trapping and cooling purposes, for instance
means of producing molecular Bose-Einstein condensate
degenerate Fermi gases, it seems likely that the molec
must be trapped in their strong-field-seeking states. Co
sions of these species will present their own difficultie
since they will depend strongly on the short-range part of
potential-energy surface. However, the scattering length
OH-OH scattering may be determined by photoassocia
spectroscopy to the long-range bound states we have
scribed above. This will be analogous to the determination
alkali scattering lengths@34,35#, except that microwave
rather than optical, photons will be used. The detailed pr
erties of the long-range@OH#2 states, and prospects for usin
them in this way, therefore deserve further attention.
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